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Chris Kimsey
His work is known to many and his contribution has been enormous to what were in many cases
difficult projects. GEORGE SHILLING talks to Chris Kimsey about The Stones and others…

A

lthough not particularly a fan of rock bands,
Chris Kimsey was initially interested in film
music and helped out with the music for
his school plays. After pestering the studio
manager he landed a job at Olympic Studios — Keith
Grant showed him around and offered him the
position after an interview that consisted of testing
his knowledge of wiring a 13Amp plug. Instructed
to quietly observe a session with Alan O’Duffy,
he entered the room to find that the assistant had
gone off sick, so O’Duffy (not realising that this was
Kimsey’s first day) threw him in at the deep end
and he immediately started tape-operating duties.
He soon built up a rapport with Glyn Johns who
appreciated Kimsey’s keen attention to detail. During
a Johnny Hallyday session with a bunch of top
session players, engineer Vic Smith called in sick and
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Kimsey took over, subsequently working on many
more Hallyday albums. Further projects included
Peter Frampton, Ten Years After, and he engineered
some of the Rolling Stones Sticky Fingers album.
When Glyn Johns decided to quit working with
the Stones, Kimsey was the natural successor. He
engineered and mixed Some Girls and this was the
beginning of his long relationship with the band for
many albums including Tattoo You, Emotional Rescue
and Steel Wheels. Additional career highlights include
Peter Tosh, Jimmy Cliff, The Chieftains, Gypsy Kings,
Marillion and Fish (including Misplaced Childhood
and Kayleigh), and orchestral sessions with Jaz
Coleman. Kimsey has occupied a room at Sphere
Studios in West London for the last six years with a
Sony DMX-R100 console and last year he mixed the
New Model Army album High there. Chris has also
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been working with Arabel Von Karajan (daughter of
conductor Herbert). He formed a production company
in the US with two partners and they have signed
Very Emergency from Kentucky and Saint Jude from
London, both of which Kimsey produced. He had just
finished a major three-month project for a Russian
artist and was just about to mix Chris Jagger’s new
album when Resolution caught up with him. (Photos
www.recordproduction.com)

Is it true that Charlie Watts won’t hit his drums
for you to work on the sound?
You’ve got to get the sound while he’s performing, you
might get one hit of each drum, but that’s it — quite
right too! There was one day in Paris doing Some Girls
where I got there early — they’d always be late —
and I sat down at the drums and started playing them,
and Charlie’s tuning is peculiar to Charlie, it is odd, but
the way he plays, it makes total sense. But I decided
I’d tune the snare drum just one or two turns. Charlie
came in and he folded his jacket neatly, and sat down,
and the first strike of the drum, he was in shock. He
said, ‘Someone’s touched my drum!’ I said it was me,
but I was totally amazed he could tell. Because he’s a
jazz drummer it’s all touch and finesse.
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You can’t recognise drummers’ styles so much
listening to modern records, why is that?
I think because they’re not listening to the song as
much, the thing with Charlie is that all the song
writing would be done in the studio, so you never
knew what the song was, he’d have to create the
groove that was right for the guitar and vocal. I think
a lot of drummers today are too precise. They’d do
seven or eight takes, but the big thing with them
was when everyone went to the bridge, it was done
on a nod and a wink when it felt right. I realised
that with Charlie’s drum fills, instead of leading into
the bridge or the chorus, the chorus would happen
and then Charlie would do a drum fill after the fact,
which made it unique and special. I said to him on
one occasion, Charlie it would be great if you’d lead
into the chorus, he said ‘Lead into the where?’ Even
he didn’t know, it was just a complete feel thing.
When it’s all worked out and perfectly mapped out,
you just get the beat, you don’t really get the style
of the drummer.

How do you enjoy computer recording?
I love Pro Tools, that’s what I’ve got here. But
interestingly a lot of mixes from before Pro Tools,
even with effects, they seem to do more than all the
plug-ins in Pro Tools.

Terry Britten’s studio on the old EMI TG that I recorded
Some Girls, Emotional Rescue, and most of Tattoo You
on. He bought the desk from Pathé Marconi, so it’s
like seeing an old girlfriend. And we did overdubs and
mixed it in here, turned out great.

Do you mix in-the-box?
No it’s all on the board, the DMX. I never planned to
have a studio, and then after a while I decided to sit
down and do some writing, and I have to have faders.
This had just come out, and I was really impressed by
how simple it was to operate. I like the EQ, I don’t get
into this whole thing of, does it sound digital, I just
know if I enjoy it, and if I like what it does then I’m
happy with it. I was also excited about the instant
recall, because song writing, you want to move
really quick. And I’ve mixed lots of albums on it. We
recorded the New Model Army album last year at

So you use some analogue outboard?
Yeah, a little bit, some compressors and reverbs
and stuff.
And you write down all the settings?
I do, ha-ha, try to! I mix back into the computer, but
always also on DAT, just as a backup. I don’t know
why, people think I’m crazy, but I do. I’d rather
mix onto an analogue machine, but tape’s pretty
expensive now. What we did on the Russian project
was record via tape onto Pro Tools. I couldn’t do the
overdubs on tape; there weren’t that many overdubs,

Would you edit the Stones’ songs for
arrangement reasons?
Yes, the song Some Girls had hundreds of verses
about what girls Mick liked and what girls
Mick didn’t like, went on for about 12 minutes.
12 minutes of verses, with only three or four
bridges in that. I remember Mick and Keith coming
into the control room to listen to it all, and Mick
turned round and said, ‘Make it about four minutes,
pick what verses you want.’ It was on 16-track,
so I started editing. About ten minutes later he
came back and said, Have you done it?! I said it’s
going to take a bit longer than that! Everything
was from a different place, as the multitrack went
past you couldn’t see much brown, all you could
see was white! There was no click in those days,
it was down to the drummer’s timekeeping, and
it’s always nice to tell bands these days that you
don’t have to have a click, because if you’re any
good as a rhythm section, you should be able to
chop between takes. As long as the tempo curve
is upwards, there’s no problem, you’d be amazed
what you can do without a click. I’ve seen more
sessions ruined in later years where engineers and
producers can’t even record a rhythm section until
they know what the tempo and click’s going to
be. The first thing they want is the click, and that
creates this immediate atmosphere for the rhythm
section that they’re beholden to the click, rather
than finding their own natural tempo. If a song has
been recorded too slow, you just do it faster — better
to do it a lot faster, than one or two clicks up. But
it’s always easier to go faster — if you start fast
and decide to do it slower, you’d better do it the
next day!
How did you approach the Gypsy Kings
project?
It’s still music, and all about capturing performance.
I took Pino Paladino as the bass player, and John
Carin, he’s played with Roger Waters, Pink Floyd
and The Who. They don’t speak any French. On the
first meeting with the band John had a Kurzweil and
the Gypsies thought he was a magician. Pino played
along, and they came over and started sniffing us
— they’re real Gypsies, crazy people. On one song,
we overdubbed the lead vocal, and we got to the
end and I said, That’s great, do another. He said,
Why? I thought — Yeah! Okay, why do another?!
And he was right, he’d done his performance. My
mission on that album was that I wanted just them,
no drums and brass, a more rootsy album.
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everything was going down live. That was a real
eye-opener, because I hadn’t really done an analogue
session for some time, and it was so much fun to
play with tape again, and I’d forgotten how much
you can play with it. You can really squash it and do
wonderful things with it.
Bringing it back in here, I noticed I could listen
to it time and time again and get less ear fatigue.
The only thing was I had a problem with the artist
when I was mixing it, he said, There’s not enough
top, everything sounds very warm! I said, yeah,
that’s right, there’s bass and depth and warmth! I
said, you’re not having any more treble, you can do
that in mastering! People’s ears get a bit frightened
sometimes. Another project we did in the States
last year we did analogue, and the comments I get
back from that are, wow, what a great big warm
analogue sound!

Was the Stones’ track Undercover recorded
to a click?
No. That’s one of the few songs that, if you just put
up the multitrack now, it is nothing like the mix. It
took me a week to mix that. I had a vision of what
could be done with that song, mix-wise. It was
literally two or three days of throwing down different
mix ideas, listening to them all, then re-editing the
song with those mix ideas. The backwards stuff,
there’s loads of stuff going on there. The bones of
the song were acoustic guitar and timpani. It was
Charlie going boom-da-da boom da-da boom on the
timpani and Mick playing acoustic guitar and singing
a guide vocal, that’s how the song started. And I
think the disco comes from Sly & Robbie, that’s where
the electronic beat comes from, with a very simple
beat from Charlie. Charlie would hate overdubbing
anything, it was very rare that he’d overdub drums.
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And the backwards stuff — did you record
some of the guitars backwards?
No, that’s totally invented in the control room, I
also used the H910 with the feedback to make his
voice go down, wwwoouumm. Just a lot of fun
throwing down tons of stuff on quarter-inch, and
then working out what to do with it. That was the
first song I mixed on that album, and Mick and Keith
were in a really bad patch, they were not getting on.
We were in New York, and I had Mick come in from
one o’clock ‘til five o’clock doing his overdubs and
giving me his input on mixes, and then Keith would
come in from nine o’clock until whatever, and after
three or four days I said guys, I can’t do this, leave
me alone, I’ll just mix it. So that was the first mix,
and they both said, Great, mix the rest of the album
like that!
You must have been really inspired to come up
with all those ideas for Undercover?
It was fantastic. And the relationship with Mick
and Keith — I was never really told what to do. It
was more what they expected and what they got.
There was never a discussion about guitar sound or
drum sound.

because it’s compressed to shit and just sitting
there! In recording drums I try to use as few mics
as possible, I actually walk around the kit for quite
a long time deciding where to place microphones, I’ll
be out there listening while everyone’s playing. I’ll
get basic microphones set up, but then spend quite a
long time in the room moving things about, so that
in the room things sound in balance.
I’m always trying to have musicians play without
headphones. Most of the Stones recordings, there
were no headphones. We set up a mini PA, mainly to
put Charlie through because he’s so quiet, just put the
bass drum and the snare drum through the PA, and
a bit of Mick’s vocal, just a bit of mumbling — this is
the verse, this is the chorus. And in some recordings
if you listen really hard on headphones you can
hear a ghost vocal where he’s changed the vocal or
changed the melody. If you do use headphones you

have to pay attention that there’s a really good mix
going on. Ten or 15 years ago they didn’t realise they
could have the mix changed, and a lot of engineers
would be too lazy to even tell them. So I’m always
very fussy to make sure people can really hear what
they’re doing.

What else makes for successful sessions?
Make sure that everything’s set up, so there’s less
room for mistakes, and so that everyone just slips in
and feels a lot more comfortable, rather than, Shall we
use that? Shall we use this? You can do that later, but
for bare bones recording you have to be prepared to
make things run smoothly. After that, in production,
you’ve got to look for a great singer, and great songs,
that’s number one. I can’t work with people who can’t
sing in tune and can’t deliver, they’ve got to be better
than me. And I like to sing! n

But it shows terrific initiative on your part to
come up with such a creative mix… It sounded
nothing like the general perception of the
Rolling Stones…
But totally related to the song and to the feel. And if
you tried to emulate that now with all the plug-ins,
what would you do? Maybe you wouldn’t be so
brave, there are so many choices… There was one
track with Arabel Von Karajan, when I had a bit of an
Undercover moment, where I thought, wow, I wonder
what the whole track would sound like backwards?
Not the vocal, and not the drums, but the other
instruments. That was quick and easy, and worked. It
was quite a big thing to do, a big decision. I’ve always
believed, if you’re going to do it, do it big!
What tips do you have for miking techniques?
One of the best ones is if you have a vocal mic up,
even if it’s just for communication, and you’re playing
stuff back and the singer’s not singing, but there’s
this great drum sound coming from somewhere. You
turn off that microphone and it’s the drum sound,
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